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      This is a practical textbook for students which does exactly what it says in the title -demonstrates how to read and critique research. Using examples, it leads the student through the process and is an essential textbook for any research module. 




  
          Dr Janette Pow




              


    
      



 


 
      I am excited for this book release, as I find the work by Helen Aveyard incredibly helpful and aligned to teachers/students' requirements.

The chapter 3 is very well written, it provides an excellent overview on generic qualitative research. It provides key words, examples and a contemporary approach which will certainly benefit both undergraduate and postgraduate students and lecturers alike. 




  
          Vanessa Coelho




              


    
      



 


 
      This book is an ideal introduction to research and methodologies used for undergraduate healthcare students as it provides clear, systematic discussions throughout, building knowledge and understanding. It is also well placed further develop healthcare professionals understanding of research.




  
          Kirsty Barclay




              


    
      



 


 
      This is an ideal text for undergraduate nursing and paramedic students reading and learning to appraise research. This is pitched at the right level and students will find this extremely helpful as they develop these appraisal skills. 




  
          Dr Audrey Cund




              


    
      



 


 
      It is really helpful to have this set out by research type, and to be able to direct learners to it when they come across one of these documents.




  
          Mr Luke Jeffery




              


    
      



 


 
      Relevance to the module descriptor




  
          Dr Temitayo A. Odewusi




              


    
      



 


 
      Adopted for the academic literacy project to develop midwifery students academic skills




  
          Ms Jan Bowden




              


    
      



 


 
      Excellent book to accompany our research methods module.




  
          Professor Jonathan Koffman




              


    
      



 


 
      Highly recommended resource for students who are looking to develop their research literacy and critique skills. It a provides step by step guide to critically evaluating research studies, focusing on a different research method in each chapter.




  
          Ms Charlotte Bone




              


    
      



 


 
      Highly recommended resource for students who are looking to develop their research literacy and critique skills. It a provides step by step guide to critically evaluating research studies, focusing on a different research method in each chapter.




  
          Ms Charlotte Bone




              


    
      



 


 
      An excellent text book and SO relevant for healthcare professionals, thank you!




  
          Dr Jane Hibberd




              


    
      



 


 
      The fact that this book clear covers the critique process for each methodology specifically, rather than generically,  is extremely helpful for the students




  
          Thelma Lackey




              


    
      



 


 
      This book has been an invaluable resource for the curriculum. The students refer to it very often.




  
          Mrs Edel Clare




              


    
      



 


 
      Students struggle with critical appraisal of research so this is a very useful addition to their reading list. The book is well laid out and easy to follow for L6 academic writing.




  
          Mrs Rebecca Craig




              


    
      



 


 
      Highly relevant to module with easy to understand material for nursing students




  
          Mrs Caroline  Jane Morton 




              


    
      



 


 
      Fantastic resource for reading and interpreting literature. Essential for healthcare students.




  
          Mr Dean Walker




              


    
      



 


 
      Excellent book for undergraduate health and social care students. It will help them navigate researching for assignments in a well-organised way, and overcome the 'fear' of reading through articles.




  
          Miss Jane Gooch
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